More on Balanc;$
Redox Equations
by Doris Kolb
Illinois Central Collegc
East Peoria, Illinois 6163F
An article ( I ) t h a t appeared in this column i n May 1978
discussed oxidation-reduction equations a n d methods for
balancing them. T h e continuing frequency of requests for
reprints of t h a t article suggests t h a t there is more interest in
t h e balancing of redox equations than I had imagined.
Moreover, during a period of several months last year this
Journal received a number of communications on the specific
subject of balancing redox equations. Their primary theme
was unusual redox equations and t h e special problems encountered in balancing them. T h e equations cited fell mainly
into two categories: (1) those with multiple sets of balancing
coefficients, and (2) those with confusing stoichiometry (in
which, for example, the same element appears in two different
oxidation states among t h e reactants a n d in two other oxidation states among the products). For the sake of simplicity,
hoth of these complex reaction types had been neglected in
t h e May 1978 review.
Since many chemical educators seem t o be interested in
these atypical redox equations, and since many others appear
t o he unaware of them, i t seems appropriate t h a t special
mention should he made of these peculiar kinds of equations.
Therefore, further discussion is offered here, along with
comments from various contrihutors, on t h e subject of halancing redox equations.
Reactions with Multiple Balanced Equations
Shortly after t h e aforementioned article appeared, I received the following (slightly edited) letter from Derek A.
Davenport (Purdue University)
In your recent article on the balancing of redox equations you
mention the special case of "mare than two redox elements" and cite
the specific example:

but many other sets of coefficients will also balance the equation. A
more general (if analytically inappropriate) equation can be summarized:

-

(5x + 2y)HzOz + 2xKMnOq + 3xHzSO4 2xMnS01
+ (5x + y)Oz + xK2SOa + (81.+ Zy)H20
The problem here lies in the disproportionation of hydrogen peroxide
2H202 2H20 + 0 2

-

u hwh can w c u r n i :an indcpcndent +rcondar) rractitm.'l'<, rhr e*trnt
r h n t s\a h <liil,n,l*,rtit,n~ti,,nuc,ur< t ~ :I dia ca~alywdhg hln.''~. the

analytical method is unreliable
111. The reduction of euprie ion by tetrahydroborate in alkaline solution is a little more curious. The following two equations are
balanced
Cu2++ BHr3Cu2++ 2BH4but so are these

I. Consider t h e following equations:

+

(A) 2KC103 4HCI
(B) IlKC103 + 18HCI
(C) 8KCIOs

+ 24HCI

-

+
+ +
8KCI + 12Hz0 + 9C12 + 6C102

2KC1+ 2H20 Clz + 2C102
l l K C l + 9H20 3CI2 12C102

All involve the same reactants and produds and all are balanced, but
each equation is different. Why is this?
This reaction is really a composite of two independent, uniquely
balanced equations

-

KC103 + 6HCI KC1 + 3HzO + 3C1,
5KC103 6HC1- 5KCl+ 3Hz0 fiCIOn

+

+

These two equations may be mixed in various ratios to give the general
equation for the formation of what was once called "euchlorine":
(X

+ 5y)KCIOa + 6(x + y)HCI

-+ + +
(x

3(r

5y)KCI
y)HpO + 3zC12 + 6yC102

The original threeequations can be seen to be simple instances of this
general expression, (In eqn. (A), x = y = 113; in eq. (B),x = 1and y
= 2; and in eqn. (C), x = 3 and y = 1.)
11. Consider now the oxidation of hydrogen peroxide by potassium
permanganate in acid solution. This is commonly written:

-

+

+
+ 2HsB03 + 5Hz

CU H3B03 3HZ
3 Cu

--

+ 6H20 CU+ 2HzB03 + 7H2
2Cu + H3B03 + 2H2
2Cu2+ + BH4- + 30HCu2++ 3BH4- + 10H20 CU+ 3H3B03+ l l H 2 + OHCu2+ + 2BH4-

-

In this case HI, OH-, and H20 appear on opposite sides of the two
independently balanced equations which are formally being combined:
Cu2++ Hz + 20HCU+ 2H20
BH4- + 4Hz0

-

-+

H3BOs 4H2

+ OH-

The general equation is
xCuZ+

In this instance a unique balancing is obtained. Such, however, is not
always the case, as an occasional irate student demanding (for once
legitimately) a regrade has proved. Let me give three instances.

+ OH- + 2H20

+ 40H- + 2H20

+ yBH,- + (2z - y)OH-

-

+ (4y - 2r)H20 zCu + yH3B03 + (4y - x ) H ~
and, depending on thevalues afx and y, the Hp, H20, and OH- may
I h either rcactnnt\ c,r pmducr.. or perhapi one of rhem may ntlr a,,pehr i t ) the r q ~ a t ~atm311 h atudeni asked merely 10 ' w i r e a lrsloncrd ~ q w t i o nf0rthc reductiondC~?* HHI-in hacic ~ I u r i ~ n "
thus has many possible answers. However, since hydrogen is not
known to be initially present, solutions in which x > 4y (so that Hz
appears as a reactant) would probably not be acceptable.
This business of multiple solutions for the balancing of redox
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equations has been discussed off and on for many years (the earliest
mention I've come across is in James Walker's "Introduction to
Physical Chemistry" published in 1899) but is not widely appreciated.
The three specific examples I have cited were all based on questions
raised by students during the last three or four years. I dn not intend
to suggest that these equations are particularly important, or even
that they represent a major hazard to teaching. But used in reverse
they can lead good students to think more critically about the somewhat plug-and-chug equation balancing methods which we routinely
teach them.
There are manv eauations of the tvoe that Professor Davenport mentions here. All of them can be resolved into two (or
more) indeoendent redox eauations, which can be combined
are a few additional examples:
in varying molar ratios.

-

ere

(1)
3HClOs HCI04+ Clt + 202 + Hz0
This equation is a mixture of the two reactions

--

7HC103 5HC104t CIZ+ Hz0
4HC10a 2CIz + 502+ 2H20
and
The first reaction added to two times the second yields the
equation
15HC108 5HC101+ 5C12 + 10 0 2 5HzO
which is divisible by 5 to yield the original equation. (Other
sets of coefficients that will also balance the equation are
5,3,1,1,1; 7,1,3,7,3; 10,2,4,9,4;etc.)

-

+

-

3S02 + 7C CS* + S + 6'20
The problem here is that sulfur is being reduced to two different products, the overall reaction heing a mixture of
(2)

-

S02+2C-St2CO
2S02 + 5C CS2+ 4CO
and
(Other sets of coefficients that also balance the equation are:
4,9,1,2,8; 5,12,2,1,10; 5,11,1,3,10; etc.)
Here, in addition to the reaction as it is written, the decomposition of Hz02 to H20 and 0 2 occurs as an independent side
reaction. (The equation also balances with the coefficients
1,3,1,3,2; 5,1,3,1,3; 2,4,2,4,3; etc.)
, It appears (on paper a t least) that all reactions in which
Hz02 acts as a reducing agent can have the decomposition of
Hz02 occurring as a side reaction and can thus be balanced any
number of different ways. This fact was observed as early as
1944 by Steinbach (2). who listed half a dozen of what he
called "non-stoichiometric" equations, along with various sets
of coefficients that could be used to balance them. McGavock
(3) later objected to the "non-stoichiometric" label for
equations such as those cited by Steinhach, noting that they
actually represented comhinations of simultaneous reactions
that should, he felt, be written as separate equations. Nevertheless, he thought that there were some reactions that could
properly be called nonstoichiometric, such as the cracking of
hydrocarbons, for example, which yields variable mixtures of
products. Of course, the cracking of hydrocarbons can also be
viewed as a mixture of independent reactions occurring in
different mole ratios under different conditions. It is orobablv
inaccurate to label any reaction as non-stoichiometric, since
each atom in the reactants must be accountable among the
products, regardless of how many simultaneous reactions
happen to be occurring.
A note from Michael G. Moskot and David A. Zatco
(University of Alabama) mentions the following equation
in which nitrogen is heing reduced to two different nitrogen
oxides. Since this is another equation that can be separated
into two independent reactions, it can be balanced using many
different sets of coefficients. Moskot and Zatco suggest that
a product containing three different nitrogen oxides might also
be experimentally possible under the right conditions, the
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molar ratio of the oxides being suhject to wide variation.
4Cu + 4NOa- + 12Ht -*4CuZt N 2 0 ~+ NO2 + NO + 6H20
They recommend that the numerous sets of possible coefficients for balancing such a complex equation can best be determined hv comouter. and tbev have develooed a Fortran
program, uwolring a series of i)u-lo,,ps, for arriving at all the
no~sihlecornhinations 01' wefficimts for halancine surh an
equation. They report that for several years they "have been
using these multiple solution equations as a tool for teaching
the methods of oxidation-reduction balancing and have found
that both undergraduate and graduate students find them
fascinating and helpful."
Equations that can he balanced many different ways can
make a stimulatine discussion tonic for interested students.
but it is usually wise to avoid them on examinations. To avoid
such eauations it is best to choose reactions that do not (1) use
H202as a reducing agent or (2) include more than one of the
possible oxidation or reduction products for a given element.

Redox Equations with Confusing Stoichiometry
Sometimes a redox equation is complicated not because it
represents more than one reaction hut because its stoichiometry is confusing. A good example of such an equation is
P214+ P4 + HzO -- PHJ + H3PO. (unbalanced)
What makes this equation so difficult to balance is that
phosphorus in two different oxidation states is being converted to phosphorus in two other oxidation states and it is
not clear which product is heing formed from which reactant.
The balancing of this equation was the subject of a note by S.
A. Carrano (4) that appeared in this Journal in June 1978.
Carrano suggested that four half-reactions be set up

-

P211+ 8Ht + 1Oe- 2PH4I + 21P4 + 41- + 16Ht + 12e- 4PHJ
P211+ 8H20 2H:,P04+ 41- + 10H++ 6eP4 + 16Hy0 4HsPOd + 20Ht + 20eand that these be used to write three simultaneous equations
to establish balance of electrons, protons, and iodide ions,
respectively,
10A + 128 = 6C + 200
8A + lfiR = IOC + 20D
4B+2A+4C
with A, B, C, and D representing multipliers for the four
half-reactions. Making the assumptions that C 5 R and A 5
2R, he ended up with the correctly balanced equation

--

-

-

10P214+ 13P1 + 128H20 40PHaI + 32H3POa
Carrano's approach to balancing the equation is certainly
interesting, hut some readers find it unnecessarily difficult,
as this sampling of letters to the Editor indicates.
A. C. Wright (Eastern Connecticut State College) comments that the method of Carrano "seems too cumhersome
and not one yhicb students and readers of this Journal could
readily apply." He recommends the use of the ion-electron (or
half-reaction) method, using only two half-reactions, one involving the conversion of Pq to Hap04

-

16H20 + P4 4HzP01t 20Ht + 20e(1)
nnd tht! other involving the t'nrrnation nf I'HJ from P& plus
some additional l', tin order that P and I might huth be balanced)

-

3%- + 32H+ + P4 + 2PJa 8PH41
(2)
Multiplying eqn. ( I ) by 8 and eqn. (2) by 5, and then adding
them together, yields the correctly balanced equation.
John M. DeKorte (Northern Arizona University) also feels
that the use of four half-reactions is unwarranted. As he points

out,"the key to writing half-reaction (2) is simply recognizing
that {'*I., supplies 11':2I while l'l1,I containsonly 1I':Il". More
l'., must therefore he addcd L O the rractants in that half-reaction.
Stuart A. Mayper (University of Bridgeport) suggests that
"what complicates Carrano's balancing procedure is the variety of half-reactions that can he proposed; he uses four, but
certninlv
could he used. The Droce~
- othefs
~
~iust- as leeitimate
~
~
dure becomes much simile1 with an additional criferion,
choosine the minimal necessarv half-reactions: the use of simultaneoui equations is then supt.rfluous." Mayper recommends thr use ut the. same two hull-reart~onscited hv Wrirhr
and DeKorte.
Whereas Carrano combined the ion-electron and algebraic
methods, most of the chemists who wrote in to comment on
the balancing of that difficult phosphorus equation insisted
that the ion-electron method, by itself, is much simpler to
apply. Of course, as Carrano pointed out, the equation can also
be balanced using algebraic methods alone. In fact, this might
well be the simplest and most direct method for balancing this
equation. If letters are assigned to represent the unknown
coefficients
~

+

a P h + bPd eHzO

-

dPH41+ eH3POa

then, in order to balance each element, we can write the following series of simultaneous equations
(phosphorus)
(iodine)
(hydrogen)
(oxygen)

2a+4b=d+e
40 = d
2e = 4d + 3e
c = 4e

from which it follows that 13a = lob. Therefore, if welet a =
lO,thenb=13,d=4a=4O,e=2a+4b-d=20+52-40
= 32, and c = 4e = 128. The algebraic method has the advantage that we need not be concerned about what reactant is
being converted to what product. There is no need to write
half-reactions or to assien oxidation numheis. We are s i m.~-l v
applying the law of conservation of mass.
At first it mieht amear that the oxidation number method
is one technique thai cannot be used to balance this equation.
Because dis~ro~ortionation
of ~ h o s ~ h o r occurs
us
in both the
forward and reierse reactions, k e oxidation number method
does not work when oxidation numbers are assigned by conventional rules. But D. A. Johnson (The Open University,
Milton Keynes, England) suggests that the oxidation number
method can he used to balance this equation if we are willing
to play the game by unorthodox rules. Swinehart ( 5 ) had
pointed out earlier that there are only two really necessary
rules that need he applied in balancing an equation by oxidation numbers.
Rule 1. The sum of the oxidation numbers of the elements in any
chemical species should be equal to the charge on that species,

and

Rule 2. The sum of the changes in oxidation number in a balanced

equatinn should be zero.
The further assienment
of oxidation numbers need not follow
"
any absolute,setof rules. I n accordance with Swinehart's observation, Johnson changed the phosphorus equation into an
iodine reduction and an oxygen oxidation by assigning "anarchic" oxidation numbers. As Johnson explains it
We first circumvent the phosphorus problem by making sure that
phosphorus is neither oxidized nor reduced. We can do this by assigning oxidation numher zero to all the phosphorus atoms in the
equation. Rule 1then tells us that iodine in PzIl must also have oxidation number zero. Next we assign the usual oxidation numbers of
+1 and -2 to the hydrogen and oxygen in water. Since our objective
is a redox reaction for iodine and oxygen only, this means that all the
hvdroeen
on the rieht
hand side of the eauation must also be eiven
.
"
oxidation numher +l. Rnle
..---1 then vields an oxidation
-~~~~~~~number of -314
~.
for the oxygens in H3P04,and of -4 far the iodine in PHIL Our assignment thus yields areaction in which the oxidation number of iodine is reduced from0 to -4and that of oxygen is increasedfrom -2

-

~~~

-

~

~

to -314. It follows that the Pz14and Hz0 on the left handside of the
equation react in the ratio 514: 16, or 554. The whole equation can
then be quickly balanced by inspection to give:
%p4

4

+ 5P& + 64H20

-

20PHJ

+ 16HsP04

-

or

13P1+ 10Pz4 + 128H20 40PHJ + 32HsP04
It is very easy to show that the problem is as readily solved by transforming the equation into an iodine reduction and a hydrogen oxidation. Swinehartused his observation to argue against the oxidation
number method on behalf of the ion-electronapproach. I have tried
to show that it can be used systematicallyto preserve the speed of the
oxidation number method which, as Swinehart acknowledged, is its
chief attraction. At what stage, if ever, students should become acquainted with such an anarehic device must be for individual teachers
to decide. In fact, students rarely encounter redov reactions which
cannot he quickly balanced by the normal oxidation number method.
Christopher J. Willis (The University of Western Ontario)
points out that when the phosphonium iodide product is
written as PH41, this "imposes an arbitrary condition that
[PH4+] = [I-], which would not necessarily occur in practice.''
He notes that when the PHJ is written in ionized form, the
equation becomes much easier to balance.

-

+

+

-

P4 + 2P21a+ 16Hz0 4PH4+ 81- + 4H3P04+ 4Hf
Since each phosphorus term in this equation contains four
atoms of P, the equation leaves open the question as to
whether P4 ends up as pH4+ or H3P04. AS Willis observes, a
similar dilemma arises with the equation
2NHz0H + 2N02- 2Ht Nt + 2NO + 4H20
in which i t is not clear exactly which nitrogen-containing
reactant is forming which nitrogen product. However, in this
case the equatior. is easily balanced regardless of how one
chooses to view the reaction.
Reactions with Dual Ambiguity
A more interesting case cited by Willis is the reaction

-

NH4++ 3N02- + 2H+ NzO + 2NO + 3Hz0
Not only is this an equation with confusing stoichiometry
(since N exhibits four different oxidation states), but it is also
an equation with multiple sets of balancing coefficients. (The
coefficients 2,8,6,1,8,7 and 4,10,6,5,4,11, for example, will also
balance the equation.) The equation is a combination of the
reactions
2NHdf

+ 4N02- + 2Ht

and

-

-

3Nz0 + 5Hz0

+

NHat + 5NOz- + 4Hf 6NO 4Hz0
There are other equations that also belong in this category of
"dual ambiguity." One is this deceptively simple-looking
equation

-

NaC10z + NaClO NaC103 + NaCl
The equation does not need balancing, but notice that chlorine
appears here in four different oxidation states. There are also
various sets of coefficients that will balance the equation
(1,4,2,3;4,1,3,2;7,1,5,3;1,10,4,7;etc.).Atfirst first itappears
that chlorite is being oxidized to chlorate and hypochlorite
reduced to chloride, but the equation can he resolved into two
independent disproportionation reactions

-

3NaC102 2NaC103 + NaCl
3NaC10 NaC103 + 2NaCI
suggesting that each reactant might be converted to both
products.

-

Which Balancing Method Is Best?
Each chemist seems to have his own favorite technique for
balancing redox equations. Most textbooks (and most
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chemistry instructors) use either the oxidation numher
method or the ion-electron (half-reaction) method. The oxidation number concept has been criticized because it is an
artificial device, and surely it is true that much of our assignment of oxidation numbers is quite arbitrary. But oxidation numbers are useful, and they provide a very quick and
easy way to balance most redox equations. As for the ionelectron method, some of the half-reactions we write are really
fictitious and written only because they are convenient. But
the ion-electron method has the advantage of showing equality
between electrons gained and electrons lost, and H20, H+, and
OH- terms are automatically balanced in the process.
A less frequently used technique is the algebraic method,
first proposed by Bottomley ( 6 ) .Bennett (7) has argued quite
persuasively that this method has a sounder basis than the
other two in that it is founded on the principle of material
balance, which stems from the law of conservation of mass.
On the other hand, when more than a few elements are involved in an equation, the algebraic method can he lahorious.
After reviewing the balancing of oxidation-reduction
equations as presented in 21 different textbooks, Yalman (8)
concluded that "no one way is the correct or best way. Rather
each instructor uses the method, or methods, or combination
of methods with which he is most familiar." Given infinite
time we could probably balance any equation by the method
of trial and error. The purpose of redox balancing methods is
to shorten the time and lessen the effort required to balance
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complex redox equations. Regardless of what method one
happens to choose, if the method works, isn't that what really
matters?
The Importance of Balancing Equations

Certainly we want chemistry students to be able to balance
chemical equations, but the importance of the operation
should be keot in oersoective.
What do we accomolish in
. .
teaching a student I,, ha13nce an equation if he cannot intermet t h,~teariaiion? Halancing a chemical euuatim is iust an
exercise in'arithmetic. I t is indentanding what baianced
equations mean that is the essence of chemistry.
On Balancing Redox Equations
Some contemplate the differences in oxidation state.
Some write ionic hnlf-reactions,so they can equate
Electrons gained and last. Some use equations algebraic.
Some euen use techniquer that seem o little bit archaic.
Each has o faoarite method he considers easiest;
Rut all the methods work, so who can soy which way is best?
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